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NSF funds new lab
Hope has been awarded a grant from
the National Science Foundation
(NSF) for the establishment of a microcomputer laboratory.
The laboratory, consisting of 10
microcompuier systems along with
supporting equipment, will cost
$20,630. NSF will contribute one-half
of this amount and Hope College the
remainder.
The project will be directed by Elliot
Tanis, chairman of the department of
mathematics and Herbert Dershem.
chairman of the department of computer science.
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One of the uses of these computers
will be to improve laboratory experi
ments in statistics courses. This is ;
continuation of work begun with sup
port from an earlier NSF grant awarde
to Hope in 1971. As a result of th;
grant, Tanis has published a laborato
manual for probability and statistic
inference and Dershem has publisht
an exercise manual for computer
augmented applied statistics course
They plan, with the addition of ihp
new equipment, (o adapt this worldone on large computer systems u
(continued on p 2

Languages reviewed
by J o Haupt
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Hope makes Sligh deal
by Sandra Dykstra

A-.

This past August Hope purchased
the Sligh Furniture factory at 174
E. l l t h . Sligh is the future site for
Hope's art department. The cost of the
building was $230,000; $130,000 was
paid by the College and the other
$100,000 was a gift. When asked how
long it would be before the move occurred, President VanWylen said that
while Sligh has a five-year option to
lease the building from the College
"they hope to be out in two and a half
to three years". Sligh is moving to a
site near their other factory in the in-

dustrial park beyond Holiday Inn in
order to centralize their company.
President VanWylen didn't know
what would be done with the Rusk
building, which presently houses the
art department, the art faculty's
studios, and maintenance. He said that
4
'plans for Sligh will be made closer to
the time of the m o v e . " What will be
done will depend on the needs of the
school at that time. VanWylen did
mention that Sligh would probably
provide enough room for both the art
department and maintenance.
This move is one the art department
has been looking forward to. Right

The force is with us

now the department is split, quite far
off the beaten path (between 8th and
9th streets next to the Parkview Apartments), and somewhat overcrowded.
Painting, drawing, ceramics, and
sculpture are all in the Rusk building,
while printmaking meets in the basement of Phelps. The move to a larger
building will at last allow them to be
together, initiating a greater contact
between students and teachers. Sligh
also occupies a more centralized location in relation to the campus. A transfer to the Sligh building will give
greater studio space to those who are
serious about their work. Although
most Hope students will not be here to
see its completion,
the added
floor space and closer proximity to
campus signals a positive move for
Hope's art department.

For students interested in taking a
foreign language, Hope now has intensive language programs in French,
Spanish, and German.
The French program is based on the
Dartmouth Intensive Language Model.
It has been in effect at Hope for about a
year and a half and seems to be running
smoothly. The course consists of two
hours of language a day—one hour in a
' 'master c l a s s " of 20 students in which
the professor lectures, and one hour in
a "drill session" of 10 students working with each other on what was taught
in class. The idea is to keep the language as supervised as possible.
The language is acquired at a much
faster rate than the traditional method;
a rough estimate sets the rate at a 2:1
ratio. The two-semester sequence totals 10 credit hours and fulfills the
foreign cultural studies requirement.
Intensive French has had a positive
response by those who have had it, and
those involved in the program now are
very enthusiastic.
Spanish is modeled after the French
program, but it also includes the option
of taking the traditional method of
study and drill sessions for the upper

levels of Spanish. This is the first year
for Intensive Spanish and so far it is
working well.
German is intensive in a slightly
different manner—it has combined the
foreign cultural studies requirement
with the cultural history requirement.
Therefore, the students take, in addition to German language, German
history, art, literature, and philosophy.
The first weeks of the course are very
intensive in the language aspect, with
three hours of instruction every day.
After about six weeks the language
instruction tapers off to two hours a day
with the other parts of the course being
introduced. The German intensive
program not only is a test program for
Hope, but may be used by other
schools as well.
These language programs have had
much support from outside sources.
Last year the French program received
an Exxon Impact Grant running for one
year to start the course. The German
program is presently being funded by a
National
Endowment
for
the
Humanities Grant which also will run
for one year. Hope is now picking up
the tab for the French and Spanish
programs and will include German
next year.

by Don Hones

day; patrol from 1 p.m. until 5 p.m.;
desk from 5 p.m. until 12 p.m.; and
' 'They 're college administrators and midnight to 8 a.m. Monday morning
they cgjt 't even close the d o o r s , ' ' said a on c a l l . . . in other words, my weekdisgusted Mark Ennis. As a member of end is s h o t . "
the department of Public Safety he
Besides the long hours, the negative
feels a sense of responsibility for the image that many students have of Pubequipment and furniture within the lic Safety does not make it any easier
Van Raalte building. Office personnel for the members of the force. " W e are
who work late often forget to close the partly to blame for this i m a g e , " admits
outside doors tightly behind them, so Ennis. " W e can't expect students here
the building has to be ' 're-locked'' two to heed college regulations if we do not
or three times each night. The mem- heed them o u r s e l v e s . . . and somebers of Public Safety have grown ac- times we d o n ' t . "
customed to this tedious task; for them,
Much of the negative image, howit is all in a day's work.
ever, stems from a lack of communicaWhat makes such a " d a y ' s w o r k " tions between the students, members
appealing to a college student? When of Public Safety, and the Administraasked why he joined the force, Ennis tion. "There is usually a simple answer
was quick to reply: "for the money. to a problem if people will only take the
That's why most of the guysjoin. After time to a s k , " says Ennis. " F o r intesting, we're payed $3.50 an hour stance, we get a lot of negative feedwhen on patrol, and we receive free back for locking up buildings such as
room and board (the 15-meal plan) for Dewitt Cultural Center at different
working at the desk in the Public Safety times every night. Actually, Dewitt, as
h o u s e . " Fringe benefits such as these well as the science, music, and art
have a definite appeal and might cause buildings, is supposed to be locked
some people around the College to at 11 p.m. An officer on patrol can't
think that the members of the force possibly lock them all at the same time,
have it easy.
so the buildings are locked, depending
Not so, according to Ennis. 4 'Few on where the officer starts, between the
people realize how much time this job hours of 11 p.m. and midnight."
requires. Each officer works one night
Ennis can understand the opinions
of patrol and one night at the desk each that many Hope students have concernweek—that's not so bad, but the ing
building
lock-ups,
parking
crunch comes every other weekend. In violations, and campus crime. He once
my case, that's this coming weekend. questioned Public Safety policies in the
Friday night I'll work at the desk from same way. Caught in the middle be5 p.m. to 12 p.m.; from midnight until tween the students and the Administra9 a.m. Saturday 1 will be on call; I'll be tion, Public Safety can easily be used
on patrol from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.; as a scapegoat by those who do not
desk, again, from 5 p.m. to 12 p.m.; wish to admit where the basic problems
call from midnight until I p.m. Sun- facing our school really lie.

WTAS installs new audio board
by Preston Long
The people at WTAS, Hope's student radio station, have recently purchased a new piece of equipment designed to enhance their broadcast, according to technical director Gordi
Spoelhof. Spoelhof began installation
of a new 10-channel audio console last
Friday afternoon. Gordi expects the
console to be ready for broadcasting
the first week in October.
Spoelhof and the rest of the staff at
WTAS were pleased that the student
appropriations committee was able to
grant WTAS the money for the console. The money was taken from a type
of contingency fund set aside for special needs such as the console. The
price of the console was $3,000, fair
for the most expensive piece of equipment in the radio station. They had
expected to pay as much as three times
that amount.
As well as being the most expensive

component of a radio broadcast, the
audio console is also the single most
important component. Everything that
goes on the air first passes through the
console, which is always at the hands
of the disc-jockey.
WTAS has been broadcasting
through the same eight-channel console for about 25 years. Time took its
toll on the old console as, over the past
summer, it caught fire and the insides
were burned out, practically ruining
the console. Spoelhof, however, using
spare parts and old television tubes,
restored the console to working order.
There seems to have been a great
deal of apathy towards the radio station
recently, from the students and administration. Spoelhof believes that
WTAS has been suffering an 4 'identity
crisis" " W e don't meet the students
needs and they don't meet our needs,''
says Spoelhof.
The real problems stem from the fact
that WTAS doesn't have the transmit-

ting power to meet the needs of all
those involved. They transmit through
three 20-watt transmitters and one
25-watt transmitter. There is a transmitter located in the Dykstra-Gilmore
dorm complex. It is equipped to serve
an area less than half that size. There is
also a transmitter at Kollen which
serves that hall and the Fraternal complex. The other two transmitters, one
of which is out of commission, are
located at Durfee and in Phelps.
Spoelhof feels that the new console,
which is capable of broadcasting in
stereo and FM, is a very big step in the
progression of WTAS. The peripheral
components are also capable of stereo
or FM broadcasting. Spoelhof feels
that one of the two is necessary for the
survival of the radio station as well as
the salvaging of any interest. Spoelhof
sees this new addition as vital and he,
along with the entire WTAS staff,
hopes that interest in the station will be
revived.

Speaker series returns
by Elizabeth Dodd
Two years ago there was a series of
speakers on campus which included
Eldridge Cleaver, a black militant;
Jacque Vallee, physicist; Daniel Shore,
Watergate reporter and author; Senator
Packwood; and Gerald Ford. With the
exception of the last two the speakers
were brought in by Student Congress.
The last two speakers came as part of
Ford's campaigning effort.
Last year there was not one prestigious speaker from the series, and not
because funding was cut. It is the responsibility of the first vice-president
of Student. Copgress to arrange for
speakers'. This is a j o b requiring a dedi-

as early as summer vacation making
plans for the academic year.
The budget two years ago was
$5,500. Last year's was the same with
the only deduction being made for the
"Star W a r s " special effects presentation. The rest of the funds were returned to the general fund. This year's
budget is $6,000, which can, with
planning and inter-department cooperation, produce two or three very
good speakers.
This years first speaker will be Betty
Williams, a Nobel Peace Prize winner
of 1977 for her efforts towards peace in
Northern Ireland. She will appear on
November 9, in the chapel. This is the

only definite speaker as of yet. but
cated person who is willing to start' more are in the planning stages.
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Karen Gruber shows her delight in using the new audio bodrd purchased for use by WTAS. The board was
just installed this week. Photo by Rick Tl
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The push behind Pullk •
by Kim Moot

H

Behind every great man there is a
woman, it is said. This is definitely the
case with the '82 and 783 Pull team
morale girls. The Pull, an annual event
at Hope, usually focuses its spotlight
on the participating men. However, the
girls involved also devote a great deal
of time and effort to the event.
The morale coaches this year are
Annmarie
Helmus
and
Luanne
Ramacia ('82) and Sue VandenBrink,
Pat Henry, and Sue Boeve ('83). These
coaches were chosen last spring by the
previous morale coaches. The actual
morale girls were chosen in a slightly
different manner. When Pull practice
began on Sept. 17, masses of freshman
and sophomore men and women appeared. By the end of the first week the
final Pull team was selected. The girls
attended practice every day and as-

sisted and cheered on the guy of the
choice. Within two weeks the " p u l l e r " chose from among the interested
girls the one which he would like f o
his morale girl.
The final group of 20 girls attend'
each practice in order to assist during
calisthenics, fetch water, and provide
morale for their guys. Outside of regular practice sessions, which run from
3:30 to 6:30 on weekdays and six hours
on Saturday, the morale girls spend a
great deal of lime decorating doors,
sending encouraging notes, giving
backrubs, and providing candy for
their guys.
The moral girls also play an important role during the Pull. Unable to hear
the calls themselves, the men on the
Pull teams depend on their morale girls
for the signals. The girls are also there
to tape hands and legs and keep up the
spirits of the guys during the Pull.

Freshmen morale girls learn just what being a morale girl really means during practice sessions like this
one. Photo by Steve Goshorn.
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First student recital heads off week
The Hope College Music Department will sponsor its
first student recital of the school year tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Recitalists include pianists Judy Lanning, Lori Nevlezer;
organists Elissa VanGent, Norene Wallers; sopranos Beth
Bolsis. Lena Daniels, Terri Whitney; and violinist Malthew
Fike. Accompanist will be Susan Weener. The recital is
open to the public free of charge.

Duram to speak on desegregation
The Republican role in school desegregation will be the
focus of a public lecture to be delivered by Professor James
C. Duram. The lecture, entitled " A Moderate among
Extremists: Dwight D. Eisenhower and Desegregation,"
will be given at 7:00 p.m. this Tuesday in the Van Zoeren
Room of the Library. The talk is sponsored by the Hope
College Department of History.

Penrose delivers I.R.C. lecture
The International Relations Club will feature G. Larry
Penrose, associate professor of history, speaking on Palestinian Rights at 6:45 p.m. in Snow Auditorium on Tuesday,
Oct. 9. I.R.C. members will meet at 6 p . m . in the Pit for
their regular meeting prior to Penrose's lecture.

Law schools recruiting students
Pre-law students from Hope and other colleges will have
a unique opportunity on Monday, Oct. 15, and Wednesday,
Oct. 17. The annual law school caravan will be visiting the
University of Chicago on Oct. 15 and the University of
Notre Dame on October 17.
Representatives from 60 to 70 law schools will be on
hand on each of these days to meet with interested students.
The caravan representatives will be at the University of
Chicago from I to 5 p.m. and at Notit Dame from I to 4:30
p.m.
Further information may be obtained from James
Zoetewey, pre-law advisor. Lubbers 208.

Blood bank to recruit deposits
This years round of Red Cross blood drives begins on
Tuesday, October 9 in the DeWitt Pit, sponsored by the
APO service fraternity. As in the past, there will be a
competition among both the fraternities and sororities for
the greatest number of members giving blood (trophies for
winners). There will also be a competition with Calvin
C o l l e g e to s e e who will have the best blood drive of the year

(trophy to winner).

Minicomputer lab

•

/

(continued from p. I)
microcomputers.
The laboratory will give Hope students exposure to the capabilities of
microcomputers,
to
enhance
classroom instruction in a variety of
courses and to provide research
equipment for computer science
majors. Every Hope student and faculty member will have the opportunity to gain expeiience in the use of
microcomputers through this laboratory.

i

The College has been active in providing education in the use of microcomputers for the Holland community. John Whittle, assistant professor
of mathematics and computer science,
and Tanis and Dershem have used microcomputers with elementary school
children in the Quest program and in
classroom demonstrations. A workshop in the use of microcomputers for
19 local elementary and secondary
school teachers was offered last summer by Whittle and Dershem.
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After the record-breaking almost
four-hour '80-'81 Pull, three long
meetings and much discussion were
held. The outcome of this meeting was
the initiation of two major changes to
avoid the recurrence of the previous
year's tie.
The participants in the decisionmaking were: Bob Glover and Carl
Toren, then Pull chairmen; Dave Vanderwel, director of student affairs; and

the coaches for the classes of 1980,
'81, and '82.
The alterations are described by
Dave Vanderwel in the Nov., 1977
memorandum: They decided to effectively shorten the rope by placing a
piece of tape on it to signify the end.
Prior to the Pull, the rope will be laid
out several feet past the anchor pit. The
reel in will take place as normal, followed by a five-minute stretch period.
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Recent Pull rules emphasize safety
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Sophomore morale girls do their part to help the team by relaying
signals to their respective '82 pull men. Photo by Rick Tamlyn.

share
eth blame

During the 4 4 hands-off" period, the
rope will be marked with a piece of
tape placed four feet from the point
where the rope comes out of the knot in
front of the anchor man. The Pull shall
then resume with full heaves allowed.
When the tape hits the knot, the team
will be allowed to make some revision,
which will allow the anchor man to
move up, as full vision of the tape must
be maintained at all times. The tape
will not be allowed to pass through the
knot. When five pits have been "popp e d " ( " p o p p e d " being defined as the
person being out of the pit or off to an
angle of the forward wall), that team
will not be allowed to use a knot on the
anchor because of the possible injuries
which might occur.
A second measure taken to prevent
the Pull from going on as long as it has,
and to attempt to make it more aggressive in nature, was to put a time limit
into effect. The Pull will begin at 4
p.m. and will be called after two and a
half hours (including the reel-in and
rope-stretching periods).
Thus a decision will be made by
measuring which side has acquired the
most rope at 6:30 p . m . , unless one of
the teams seems to have taken a clear
advantage. If one team has " p o p p e d "
two or more pits, the Pull will be
allowed to continue an extra half hour,
with a maximum time limit of three
hours. The only time the Pull would be
allowed to go beyond this time limit is
if it were clearly evident that the contest would end within a few minutes
(for example, if there were only five
pits remaining occupied). At that point
a j u d g e d decision would allow it to
continue so the Pull could be finished
without having to bother with the measurement.
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Art exhibit to begin
An exhibition of recent prints and
drawings by Deborah Van Tuinen of
Lakeview, MI will open in the art gallery of the De Witt Cultural Center on
Friday, Oct. 5 from 8 to 10 p.m.
Van Tuinen received her B.A. degree from Hope in 1973 and a Master
of Fine Arts degree from the University
of Washington in 1976. She has also
studied in Tokyo, Japan and London,
England. Her teaching experience includes ^Kalamazoo College, Grand

Valley State College, and Kendall
School of Design.
Her prints and drawings have been
shown at The Detroit Institute of Arts;
Voslyn Art Museum, Nebraska, Grand
Rapids Art Museum; and The U.S.
State Department
Exhibition of
American Printmakers.
Van Tuinen's exhibition will run
through October during gallery hours.

Tai Kwan Do club forms
Last year Hope joined the ranks of
the many colleges that offer programs
dealing with the world of history, philosophy, and personal training known
as the Oriental Martial Arts. As the onecredit-hour course in Tae Kwon Do, an
ancient Korean fighting style, enters its
second year, a new intramural society
is forming at Hope. Dedicated to the
preservation of Tae Kwon Do and to
physical and mental improvement of
members, the society will place emph-

asis.on character, confidence, fitness,
and self-defense.
Guided by a second-degree Black
Belt certified by the World Tae Kwon
Do Federation, the society meets
Saturday mornings in the Dow
Center's gymnastics and wrestling
room. Interested students may visit a
class and talk to the instructor—no
previous experience in the martial arts
is needed. This Saturday's meeting
will be at 9 a.m.

mmt

photo by Steve Goshorn

Physics professor
suffers stroke

Views on rhetorical questions
by Michael Norris
Rock has never been a literate
idiom, from 4*Hound D o g " to " M y
Salamander," but then again that
wasn't always the point. It strived for
emotional intensity, often with throwaway lines, that transcended the verbal
component of the song. B. B. King can
sing 4 T h e Thrill is G o n e " a dozen
times with a different nuance in each
breath. Yet in the mind/body question
Rock'n'Roll is with the latter. So
where does one find imagery and lyric
content? The three best practitioners of
this lyric content today are Bob Dylan,
Joni Mitchell and Randy Newman.
Each has been around a while, and
despite speculation, neither has burned
out nor rusted at this point. All three
have also recently released new albums

saxophone/In
taxi
horms
and
b r a k e s . . . or When Charlie speaks of
Lester/You know someone great has
gone/The sweetest singing music
man/Had a Porkie Pig Hat on/A bright
star/In a dark age/When the bandstands
had a thousand ways/Of refusing a
black man admission/Black musician/
In those days they put him in an underdog position/Cellars and chittlins."
Never has Mitchell's voice been more
evocative. 'Sweet Sucker Dance' has
Mitchell trying to capture Mingus'
angst. 'Chair In the Sky' transcends
the feelings of Mingus' illness and
its effect on friends and family. The
opening number, 'God must be a
Boogie Man,' talks of the trinity
of self. Interspersed throughout are
recordings of Mingus in coversation
and monologue. As a segue they
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•tWvng o r being cool ?

within the last few months, some with
drastic changes.
Joni -Mitchell surprised many of her
loyal fans at Pine Knob (yes, this is the
amphitheatre pictured on her 'Miles of
Aisles' albuin) this year. She alienated
much of the rolkie crowd that turned out
by coming dressed in a suit with high
heels and coiffured hair. She also intentionally left out any selections from
her albums before the jazz-tinged
'Court
and
Spark,' , save
for
'Woodstock,' which finished her set
for the evening. She was negating her
earth mother image. Her coterie of
followers might be equally puzzled by
her most recent album, 'Mingus'. The
eclectic Mitchell has always flirted
with jazz, but she never really embraced it. Still, there was something
therein that intrigued the late composer
Charlie Mingus, and after a few false
starts, the two finally agreed upon a
collaboration; Mingus would write
.several melodies and Mitchell would
J a p p o s e lyrics. The result, completed
tftei;MingUs's death in early '79, is al^auuful tribute to the man. The album
contains six songs, two written entirely
by Mitcjiell and four tunes co-written
by Mingus/Mitchell. Included in these
four is the classic 'Goodbye Porkpie
Hat' written in 1959 for Mingus' friend
. and^mentorobester Young. This song ,
bring§ the past* present a n i f d t u r e inio .
! one vision w i ^ ^ moit# ^tuirfufcg'of
i
^.ame U P on the
, J ^ i c . .midnight:
makes/To Charlie's bass and Lester's

mix well with the musical flow from
one piece to the next. In departure from
Mingus' tutelage, this music is all electric. As in previous albums, Weather
Report is her primary back-up. Herbie
Hancock plays piano. Even the packaging is something special. It features
four of Mitchell's paintings, which,
like her music, are quite original.
Randy Newman's 'Bom Again' is
quite a disappointment. There is usually a two- or three-year wait between
the release of his albums. It has been a
little over a year since he produced
'Little Criminals,' and the outcome
shows it. Newman is hard to peg. As a
tunesmith he is cinematic. His wry
poignant songs conjure images of contrasting humanity and beastliness, with
placard dialogue and slick albeit effective narrative. Who can forget the almost beautiful visage of slavery as
proffered to the noble savage in 'Sail
Away,' or 'Louisiana,' a simple song
about a flood? How does one describe
the feeling of the gut that emerges upon
hearing i Think It's Going To Rain
Today' for the first time? His influences are diverse. One hears bits of
Gershwin in his music. He owes a large
debt to Kurt Weill and Stephen Sondeim.
'Bom Again's'main problem is that
it is too smug. The subtle irony of his
earlier songs is replaced by outright
sarcasm. Newman has never worried
about offending anyone—think of
'Short. People,'. .'Kathleen. (Catholocism Made Easv^.' or 'R(

by Steve Muyskens

but his personaes are untrue this time.
Contemporary culture is sophomorically attacked, not revealed. The best
line is not even on the lyric sheet and is
delivered in a casual manner. In 'The
Girls In My Life': " M e t a girl at the
bakery/She wanted to borrow my car
from me—I said take it b a b y . " The
coup de grace finds the usually darkly
sensual Newman querying whether he
can take off his pants in a song
c a l l e d . . . 'Pants. "Half a Man' takes
a cheap shot at both gays and truckers,
and 'Pretty Boy' depicts the prelude to
a street fight. All of this is accompanied by an overblown synthesizer
and misused backup vocals by Valerie
Carter, among others. It is quite shocking when you realize the showcase of
the previous album was its strong arrangements over a weak smattering of
songs.
And then there is Bob Dylan, the
elder statesman of contemporary
music. He has gone through so many
style changes and been pronounced
creatively dead so many times that one
is tempted to believe his purported recent conversion to Christianity. 'Slow
Train Coming' is a good album. It is
not as solipsistic as his last effort. The
lyrics are as cryptic as the unusually
tight band including Dire Straights
guitarist Mark Knopner is straightforward. 'Gotta Serve Somebody' has
Dylan with his best growl, certainly
an acquired taste, chanting that, "It
might be the devil/And it might be the
Lord/But you're still gonna have to
serve s o m e b o d y . " 'When You Gonna
Wake Up' will delight Dylanophiles
who delight in quoting him to excess:
" Y o u ' v e got some big dreams baby/
But in order to dream you've gotta still
be asleep." 'When He Returns' deserves notice for its economy. This
gospel song teams Dylan's whinny
voice (see above) with the piano cum
calliope of Barry Beckett. 'Man Gave
Names To All The Animals' is a
catchy one-line joke. There is even
a love song in the collection. But it,
like much of his music, is rather ambiguous: "I believe in you even through
the tears and the laughter/I believe in
you even though we're far apart/I
believe in you even on the moming
a f t e r . " The last line is Dylan's way
of teasing us. So the question arises.
Just how sincere is Zimmy, as he
calls himself in 'Gotta Serve Somebody'? Is his use of-religion just
one more metaphor, one more pose? Is
the issue at hand faith in general? His
album 'John Wesley Harding' was allegorically religious. Could it be that
Dylan is at the helm of a movement
towards Christian music? Other pop/
rock idols are headed in that direction,
heavyweights such as Leon Russell
and Van Morrison.
Such is the state of the art. The
swagger and bravado of contemporary
music continues. Only a few have staying power. We've had Punk Rock, and
now the aristocracy has spoken. Hey,
hey, my, my.
#

James D. Van Putten, Jr., professor
of physics at Hope and chairman of the
physics department, is undergoing
tests at Butterworth Hospital to determine the cause of a stroke suffered on
Sept. 28th.
Hope physics professors Bryant
Hichwa and James Toevs, who visited
Van Putten soon after his hospitalization, report that " h e seems normal and
in good spirits." On Friday moming,
the 28th, Van Putten suffered a "temporary loss of coordination in his left
leg,'' accompanied by other symptoms
of a stroke, said Toevs. After consulting his family physician at Holland
Hospital, Van Putten was taken to Butterworth in Grand Rapids for further
tests. Hichwa stressed that Van Putten
is "doing f i n e , " but that the details of
his condition and expected retum to
Holland cannot be determined until the
test results are in.
Toevs has temporarily assumed responsibility for Van Putten's electronics class, and Van Putten's control
class has not been meeting this week.
Van Putten graduated from Hope
in 1955. He obtained his M.A. and

Ph.D. degrees from the University
of Michigan, where he studied under
Nobel Prize Winner Donald Glaser,
who developed the bubble chamber.
Van Putten has been teaching at Hope
since 1967.

We can't
afford to
waste it.
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Bookpolicies biased
Hope
libraries are typical of other
academic libraries in most respects. Like
most college libraries, it has a good selection of periodicals and a sufficient quantity
of books. And again, like most other
academic libraries, its loan policies are unfortunately more favorable to the faculty
than to the students. The libraries' policy of

faculty use is probably the most disturbing
rule the libraries have yet adopted.
While the professor and other such instructors should be allowed special access to
periodicals for limited lengths of time, it
seems wholly unjust to allow faculty members prolonged (at times indefinite) use of
the books which students may need for their
own research.
CJften a faculty member is allowed to
check out books for months at a time. Some
instructors even find a " n e e d " to keep library books for a semester or two. If the
faculty member checks out a book for only a
month (the usual loan period), he still has
the option of ignoring the retum date completely. This is true because of one
reason—the professor will more than likely
seldom ever get billed for the books, as

would a fellow student. True, the instructor
is repeatedly reminded to retum the reading
material, but it usually takes several months
before the actual bill is sent.
Even in the event that a bill is sent to the
instructor, he still has the option of igoodog.
it, because seldom will there ever be an
attempt to collect from him or her personally. In the event that a faculty member will
allow a lucky student use of the book, the
student, or the library, must still attempt to
track the professor down.
It may be tme that a college instructor
does more research than the average undergraduate, but why should it take a fullfledged instructor more time to get his research information from a book than it does
a student? Also, why should the college be
so reluctant to actively seek retum of an
overdue book from an instructor if the material is not returned, when the same library
policy shows no reluctance to send students
bills for overdue books? Is not there some
double standard set up here?
The libraries should, for the benefit of all
(yes, even the faculty), adopt a tougher,
more equitable policy conceming professors' needs to keep library materials. Something seems amiss when a student, paying
$5,000 a year to study here, should have less
access to material than paid faculty members. The school should, at least in areas
conceming educational matters, pay homage to the students first, and to the faculty
second.

Languages defended
The editorial "Languages too intense,"
which appeared in last week's anchor
caused much discussion among students and
teachers alike in the language department. 1
thought it only fitting that others should hear
and perhaps benefit from what was said.
There were some statements in the editorial that I am uncertain about and which
raised questions in my mind. As a former
AT (Apprentice Teacher) for the Intensive
French Program, I do not claim to have the

r

semesters to comply with the original intentions of the course and with the proposed
change in the core requirements from nine to
10 credits of foreign language studies. (Last
I heard, this proposal was still under hot
debate). I agree with last week's article that
"no reason was given for this change of
events." Outside the minutes of the Curriculum Committee, I don't think there was
any publication of the reasoning behind the
change.
One question posed in the editorial disturbed me greatly: "Yet can the language
department... justify forcing a student
. . . to take a course, twice a day, every
day, for two semesters?" This I cannot
agree with. The language department is not
forcing anyone to study in the intensive
method. There are other options (besides
going to a different school!).

tU

Come on, Get involved
by Clark Coding
Most of you should know what a liberal
arts education is, regardless of whether or
not you have had Dr. Dykstra's 113 class at
some time in your college career. Then you
must know that a liberal arts education is
designed to give the student a breadth of life.
The idea of a liberal arts education is to gain
some knowledge in many areas, while also
concentrating on majoring in a particular
subject.

my
A part of the liberal arts education, in my
opinion, is to not limit oneself strictly to the
academic world at Hope, but also gain some
knowledge in other, non-academic areas.
Students at Hope have many excellent opportunities to gain experience in areas other
than academics. For example, the many
organizations on campus; Student Congress, Milestone, WTAS, the anchory and
the International Relations Club, to name a
few, all welcome people who might not be
planning on making a career out of their
membership, but who are interested in seeing how such an organization works, and

absolute truth or know all the answers, but I
Jo have another opinion and some different
information.
The course, to my knowledge, was de(continued on p. 5)
veloped from those used in the Peace Corps
and military for foreign service work—not
for businessmen in particular. My understanding of the change in the credit system
from the first year to the second is that since
As one of the three representatives from candidates from Gilmore Hall were inthe course was offered only in the spring
semester, it was not possible for graduating Durfee, which Mr. Coding referred to in his terested in running for Student Congress,
seniors to continue with the second semester recent column, "Equal Representation in That is not true. Three Gilmore candidates
S . C . , " I have come to two conclusions of were on the ballot, and all three made efforts
to fulfill their need of six credits.
To give them the option of learning my own: 1) Mr. Coding exhibited poor to make themselves known in their district,
French rather than taking a single semester journalism; and 2) he has used one minor . It seems to me that the three Durfee candiof two other languages, the department al- case as a springboard for a general attack on dates won because of their ability to
mobilize their supporters. In any election it
lotted six credits to the course. This was Student Congress.
Mr. Coding implied in his column that no is crucial not only for an office-seeker to
changed in the first full year sequence of two
have support, but also to get those people
out to actually vote. The failure of the Gilmore candidates is not so much a result of
apathy, but rather a stronger political organization in Durfee.
As a student participating in Hope ath- winning all the time and did not become
It is also not true that Gilmore will be
letics and an athlete through all high school, discouraged some time. They simply found unrepresented in S.C. this year. Both the
I feel I must, in all respect to Mr. Conklin, their satisfaction in competing.
secretary and the first vice president of S.C.
reply to his letter criticizing Mr. Coding's
Perhaps we should take a lesson from the live in Gilmore, making its voice known at
article, "It's how you play the game."
Air Force Academy where one of the re- the meetings. However, the emphasis of
My attention is directed to all those quirements is that each cadet becomes profi- Mr. Coding's article is not on. this unathletes who have not won and may never cent in one or two .sports so he can find founded claim of apathy in Gilmore, but
win. Why do they still compete and for enjoyment in competing in those throughout . rather on his low opinion of Student Conmany, enjoy the competition immensly? his life.
~
gress. I cannot see how Mr. Coding expects
Last year, during track season, I never came . Let us not confuse the drive for excellence S.C. to be an effective organization when
close to winning but found great satisfaction and winning as being the goal of competi- before it has a chance to meet, he attacks it in
in the incremental improvements in my tion when there are those who may never the anchor. His low opinion of Student
times. I witnessed this same sense of ac- excel or win. Yes, I as an athlete, like any Congress members is another example of his
x)mplishment among other members of the other athlete at Hope, enjoy winning. Yes, presenting an ill-founded opinion as a fact,
rack team.
the coaches enjoy winning. But maybe If Mr. Coding is so concemed about alleged
Throughout high school competition and when we stop deriding ourselves and others misrepresentation within the Student Contown leagues, countless athletes I competed for not winning we will truly start to win. gross, I would invite him to attend the next
against never won, but not winning did not
Respectively yours, (Oct. 10) meeting of S.C.
dampen their enthusiasm. I will not b^ so ,
Doug Deuitch
Sincerely,
nesmnDtuQus as to say they. enjp>.ed w* '
Ted Bolcma

who are willing to help out.
For four years, most of us as students are
in a unique position. We are sheltered from
the "big world" outside, and we are
free to experiment with different experiences. The sad thing is that many students
do not take advantage of this position. But
the fact that we are sheltered from the real
world does not mean that we do not have
responsibilities to the organizations we
might choose to join. Each person has some
responsibility that comes from being a part
of an organization.
An important advantage in joining an
organization is that in this time of grade
inflation, more and more prospective employers and grad-school admission committees are taking into consideration the membership of students in organizations to see if
the student is willing to become involved in
something outside of academics. I suggest
that of two students, identical in every other
way, with the only difference being that one
had been active in various organizations on
campus, the one who had taken the time to
become involved would be selected.
There is much to be gained, and little to be
lost if you join one of the organizations on
campus. In addition to what I have pre-*
viously said, you also have the satisfaction
that comes from completing your part for the
organization of which you are a member.

Gilmore not unrepresented

Athlete disagrees
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Credit change defended
(continued from p. 4)
The blue class schedule for this fall
lists beginning courses in Greek, German, Latin, Russian, and Spanish that
are not intensive (Hence, only the

and for the figure of six to eight hours
study time. I would have to say that
these statements are not universal (not
wishing to imply that my friends do not
study, of course). I think it is safe to
say that every class has its jiucouraged
and struggling students. Put me in a
chemistry course and I'd be studying at
least eight hours with a pretty low
morale.
I have to say thanks for challenging
us to think about the language program
critically and evaluatively. It's not perFrench Department " f o r c e s " its stu- fect, as no program is, and it's still in
dents to study intensively.) 1 feel there the pioneer stages with plenty of room
are adequate choices for a student seek- for changes and improvement. So
ing to merely fulfill a requirement.
thanks; we appreciate your comments.
I'm curious to know what the source
une eludiante,
Vickie Wilson
was for the statement about low morale

/

Hide and seek, humm . . . isn't
that a children's game? Yes, yes, I ' m
sure it is. And yet, it seems adults are
playing it too. I wonder who taught
them?

Hide and Seek
So you want me to talk about life
issues, huh? How about love? Love is a
four-letter life issue. And like other
four-letter words its appearance is becoming more and more frequent in
today's vocabulary. Unfortunately,
while quantity increases quality decreases. The word love has been used
to refer to a range of emotions and
actions from liking broccoli to having
sexual intercourse. Pulled out of the
context in which it was meant to be
taken, love is manipulated through
casual use and ignorance until it is like
putty in our hands rather than a stone
on which to build. We are unstable in
love rather than secure, confused
rather than certain. As Christians influenced by a world in which the common image of love is selfish, we've
lost base with the original principles
basic to our Christianity. This
shouldn't be, yet is. Why?
Mass media seems to be a catalyst for
the destruction of the basic Christian
principles of love. Like a meteoroid
storm, we are bombarded each day
with the idea that love is glamorous,
titillating, adventuresome. From soap
operas to advertising, we 're sold on the
idea that love can be bought for the
price of toothpaste and kept by scheming and manipulating to get rid of the
opposition and thus trap our intended
lover. Movies and novels have us convinced that love is a feeling that
"sweeps us off our f e e t " and 4 'carries
us off into the sunset" 4 'happily ever
a f t e r . " Recent best sellers instruct
women to keep their husbands' interest
by parading around in transparent raincoats before going to bed. And, every
" g o o d " women's magazine has an article or two on what to do when Harry
has lost interest at home but starts
wearing three-piece suits to work. It's
all meant to keep love fresh, alive, and
exciting. But instead, it confuses facts
and sends us " m e r r i l y " on a wild
goose chase.
I don't know why society's emphasis is on appearance and adventure,
but the fact that it is has us trapped. The
pressure wielded by one's peer group

Sports debate continues
know about the basic philosophy of the
To the Editor:
My first inclination upon reading activity-oriented Dow Center and the
Bob Conklin's letter in last week's tremendous waste of space if one were
anchor was to register mild disgust and to make this a spectator facility? (And
throw it away. However, as I thought how can a "cross country runner" obmore about its implications of a men- ject to a six-block walk to the Civic
tality that seems to abound in thiscoun- Center!) As to his point about asking a
try, I felt compelled to reply.
coach for help and expecting a demonThe frustrated jock syndrome, the stration, I can only say that one of the
"winning is a l l " philosophy, is seen worst teachers I have ever had as a
throughout society, but especially in musician was a professional performer
the schools of the nation. Adminis- to whom everything had come so
trators who "wished they could have naturally that he had no idea how to
played," parents and alumni who help me improve even though he could
perhaps participated but were peren- do it easily, while the person who
nial also-rans in a sport (such as cross taught me about playing center effeccountry?) and coaches who, in the tively on a basketball team was my
name of "character building" push high school coach, who was 5 ' 5 " and
theircharges beyond reasonable limits, weighed 225 pounds!
all contribute to a mindset which
Obviously we play to win—but life
clearly takes the " s p o r t " out of^port. I is not over if we do not. It is time to
am extremely thankful to have at- take these activities a bit less seriously.
tended and now to be a teacher at a Our football season is not " r u i n e d "
school where this philosophy has not because we lost a game, as I heard a
dominated. I was fortunate to have student remark the other day. As A1
captained an MIAA Championship McGuire, a notoriously bad loser as a
basketball team at Hope College— coach, recently said, "all we really are
despite the fact that I missed two prac- as coaches are coffee-time talk—do
tices every week so that I could attend you really think that we really matter in
orchestra rehearsal. Can you imagine the heat of the day when important
this happening at a school where Mr. decisions are being made and there is
Conklin's "winning is everything" at- work to be done? It's just when people
titude prevailed? I cannot, and I think break for coffee that they sit around
myself extremely fortunate to be a part and talk about whether we have won or
of a setting wherfe administrators and Tost. 4 '
Think about it.
coaches have said in ef f ect, 4 4 yes, there
Robert Ritsema
is more to life than w i n n i n g . "
Professor
of Music
Some of Mr. Conklin's other points
are equally irrational. Does he not MIAA-Faculty Athletic Representative

to conform is omnipresent. They offer
acceptance. It's tempting, like licking
the beaters after mom has mixed a
batch of brownies (we don't think
about the calories we've just consumed). Controlled by the need for
acceptance, basic even to Christians,
we begin the pursuit of love by conforming to the norms endorsed within
our respective peer groups. Understandably, love is assumed to be the
reward. Unfortunately, love based on
adventure will eventually fail, for it
becomes mundane. It constantly needs
refurbishing, and it is all but impossible to keep pace.
Our failure to catch the golden ring
on our merry-go-goose chase in search
of love leaves us unstable and confused. Frantically, we grovel for an
answer and are often hurt in the process
by those who have already learned to
4
'protect" themselves by avoiding
emotional ties. The use and abuse of
one's emotions develops one's fears
and insecurities rather quickly. Attended to, fear keeps us from personal
involvements, and insecurity allows us
to doubt that we're loveable. The belief
that we can neither love nor be loved is
all we need to sanction our manipulating the emotions of another individual; " I ' l l give only if you do, take
only what I perceive to be safe without
promising commitment, and retum
only enough to keep your interest."
This kind of love may be mutual, but
only in that we use each other to satisfy
our own needs. Through listening to
our fears and insecurities we fall into a
give-only-to-get love cycle that can
never be totally fulfilling because it
will always be plagued by a lack of
depth. Depth is achieved through trust
and if we don't trust one another
enough to put down our defenses, we
can't expect to gain depth.
A good place to start our safari in
search of lost depth is in the Bible, the
fundamental " H o w T o " book on
Christianity. Throughout Romans Paul
continually emphasizes the act of loving. " O w e nothing to anyone except
love one another; for he who loves his
neighbor has fulfilled the law" (Rom.
13:8).
Paul's emphasis on action is echoed
in 1 Corinthians when he lists the ways
in which we practice loving. The actions he mentions deal with our temperament. "This love of which I speak
is slow to lose patience . . . It is not
touchy. . . . nor does it cherish inflated
ideas of its own importance" (1. Cor.

13:4 and 5, and 12:4). The actions
speak to our motives. "Love looks for
a way of being constructive. It is not
anxious to impress, and it does not
pursue selfish advantage" (13:4, 5).
They relate to our interaction with
other people. "Love has good manners. It does not gloat over the wickedness of other people" (13:5,6). "It is
not possessive. It does not keep account of evil. Love shares the joy of
those who live by truth" (13:4,6).
Finally, the lovje Paul speaks of
never falters. "Love knows no limits
to its endurance, no end to its trust, no
fading of its hope; it can bear anything
(13:7). Love never fails" (13:8).
Paul's statements about love shape the
foundation on which we can build a
sincere, loving relationship. They are
an edict to those who have accepted
Christ, an edict we often chose to ignore.
We start out as free-willed individuals, but as we make choices we begin to
limit our freedom. Many times, however, we end up overlooking the responsibilities our decisions include. As
a result we cause others to suffer while
suffering ourselves. As Christians
we've chosen to follow Christ. We
have a responsibility, then, to become
Christ-like, by making His will our
own. This means abandoning a selfrighteous, self-centered attitude, ignoring personal fears and insecurities,
and opening ourselves up to the reality
of pain and rejection. By being secure
enough in our relationship with Christ
that His approval is all we need, we
have taken the first step toward developing a mature attitude toward love.
We've begun to understand that we
don't need to be loved in brder to love,
but rather can love without demanding
equal return.
This doesn't mean that we no longer
need the love of others. It only means
that we've recognized our potential to
be loving, unconditionally. "Love
contains
no fear—indeed
fullydeveloped love expels every particle of
fear. The man who lives in fear has not
yet had his love perfected" (I John
4:18). Being free from the need for the
approval of others provides us with a
tremendous freedom to love without
fear. We can quit playing hide and
seek, secure in the knowledge that
we've found what we sought.
Love and prayers,
Margaret Allan Warner
P.S. My sincere aplogies to the anchor
staff for missing last week's deadline.

Hauntingly Clever Cards
and Partyware for Halloween
Get ready for all the goblins at your house on
October 31. Share a wish for Halloween fun with
spirited Hallmark cards. Then decorate your
h o m e and party table with colorful Hallmark
designs. You'll even find party favors and treat
bags, too!
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Three Tokyo students serve traditional Japanese f o o d at the J a p a n N i g h t held last Tuesday and s p o n s o r e d
by the I.R.C. A t o t a l of 15 Meiji Gakuin students stayed at the c a m p u s for o n e m o n t h to learn m o r e a b o u t
A m e r i c a n social and e c o n o m i c issues. Photo by Steve Goshorn.

DUNGEONS&DRA GONS
TOURNAMENT
Advanced level: 10-1 pm.; Beginner: 2-5pm.

M O N E Y BACK
GUARANTEE
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ONE OF TME LARGEST
SELECTIONS OF SCHOOL
SUPPLIES IN WESTERN
MICHIGAN
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checks

Prizes—Refreshments
Spectators Welcome.
Advanced registration: $1.00

SERVING WESTERN MICHIGAN SINCE 1900
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10% off all DttD games

186-188 S. River Avenue
Holland, Michigan 49423
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Woolrich, Northface, Kelty, Altra, Sierra
Designs, Duofold, Wigwam, delink, Robbins,
Tiger, Etonic, Saucony
With names like these, you know
quality is our 1 st concern!!!
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Skis, Poles, Bindings & Leather Boots

9:30 A.M.-5:30 P.M
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'JACKETS, VESTS & PARKAS
Filled with Down, Holofill, Polarguard, or
Thinsalite (the new super insulation by 3M)

*W00L, FLANNEL & CHAMOIS CLOTH SHIRTS
(Large selection, men's & women's)

* JOGGING SUITS & WARM-UPS by Jelink
* ALTRA SEWING KITS
(for sewing your own Down Vests, Jackets, etc.)

"OUOFOLO UNOERWEAR & TURTLENECKS
'SWEATERS Beautiful 100% Wool
* CROSS-COUNTRY SKI CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES
m PARKAS & JACKETS
* RUNNING SHOES
(by Tiger, Saucony & Etonic)

PANTS, CORDS & SLACKS
Men's & Women's

til 9 P.M. 184 River Ave

Phone 396-5556
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Eritrea s liberation movement
,

In the last two issues Mr. Teclemariam has addressed the precipitates that have developed from outside
domination of Eritrea, currently a
province of Ethiopia. This is the sec*
ond part of a three-part article, a section of which was published last week.
We apologize to our readers and to
Habte for our irregularity and disjointedness. Next week will mark the end of
the series on Eritrea, a personal,
sometimes grueling account of imperialism. "Human Writes" will continue with new authorship the following week..
by Habte Teckmariam

The situation kept on deteriorating,
until a group of democratic-minded
elements, made up of armed combatants and the masses, began to intensify
its resistence. It put forward principle
demands calling for abolition of the
zone divisions and the establishment of
a unified army, the presence of the
leadership on the field, and the convening of conference to resolve the issues.
However, the Supreme Council, the
Revolutionary Command, and the zone
commanders conspired to divide and
weaken the movement, which was
against their interests, and to ensure
that the first and second zones, over
which they had more influence, did not
unite with the three other zones. However, the democratic movement
which was struggling to bring about
complete unity vigorously persisted
and succeeded in bringing about the
• unity of the three zones by forcing a
i united front. Condemning the Supreme
' Council and the Revolutionary Command, it established a provisional
leadership in the field. The United
Front of the three zones proved the
correctness of its aim through the
struggles it waged to mobilize the
people and the operations it conducted
against the primary enemy, and enjoyed increasing popular support.
Finding the presence and development of the United Force detrimental to
th^ir interests, the Strprcme C o u n c i M
the Revolutionary Command, and their
collaborators in the field attempted to
disrupt and weaken it from within by
plotting with opportunist elements who
had joined the United Front and managed to get positions of leadership,
flbis could not bear them immediate
results and they were becoming increasingly exposed in front of the
people. Thus, by changing their strategy and pretending that they were willing to accept the unity of the forces
they had rejected earlier, they hatched
new plots and agreed to convene the
1969 Adobha Conference.
Among the principal resolutions of
the Adobha Conference was "the convening of a national congress within a
y e a r , . . . the setting up of a provisional
leadership in the field to coordinate a
liberation army until the convening of
the national congress," and "the es-

tablishment of a preparatory committee to examine crimes committed
against the fighters and the m a s s e s . "
Almost all of these resolutions were
taken from the proposals of the United
Front. At the Adobha Conference, the
United Front needed positions in the
executive bodies from which it could
implement its demands. Its immediate
aim, however, was the attainment of
unity of the five divisions while its longterm goal was to give the quality and
composition of the liberation front an
appropriate form after a year-long
struggle. Understanding the obstacles
posed by the Supreme Council, and in
the face of the treachery and conspiracies of some opportunist elements
within itself, the United Force did not
only set up any preconditions, but it
also compromised on several points in
order to realize its aim of unity of the
five zones and to avoid giving the Supreme Council a pretext to retreat. The
objective of the members of the Supreme Council and the Revolutionary
Command was to control the executive

try from the primary enemy. Hence,
the democratic force, uniting all the
resistance elements, established the
Eritrean People's Liberation Forces
(E.P.L.F.) in 1970.
The General Command schemed to
liquidate ttfs E.P.L.F. from the latter's
formation as an organization; however, the attempts ended in failure because they could not receive the collaboration of their own fighters. The E.
P.L.F., embarking upon the broadest
field of work, began to politicize, organize, and defend the people and to
provide shelter for those who began to
resist the General Command of the
E.L.F. Therefore, the General Command convened its first congress and
passed resolutions to the effect that the
E.P.L.F. was "counter-revolutionary"
and so legitimized its liquidational philosophy in the name of the fighter and
the people. It also set up a new "Revolutionary Council" as an executive
body to implement its resolutions,
thereby declaring the civil war between the two fronts at the end of

.. . the Eritreanfieldsew an
unprecedented dictatorship of the
most reactionary kind."
power by all available means. Therefore, it presented preconditions that the
new provisional leadership consist of
38 members, under which terms the
three zones of the United Force would
hold 18 positions while the two still
separate zorffes be given 10 positions
each, that each unit separately select its
own representatives, and that the Supreme Council should remain unaffected. Accordingly, a new provisional
General Command, composed of a
majority of swindlers, was established
after arranging ethnic and tribal deals
and alliances, with the result that the
most unpatriotic leadership hit its
fclimax in the history o f t h e armed
struggle of the Eritrean people.
Immediately after its establishment,
the provisional General Command
reorganized the liberation army to suit
its purposes and began to liquidate
progressive elements among the resistance forces. Within a period of three
months, many fighters were murdered,
many more were jailed, and hundreds
were dismissed from the field under
various pretexts; the Eritrean field saw
an unprecedented dictatorship of the
most reactionary kind. Such circumstances made it impossible to resist the
leadership even from abroad, let alone
from within the front. Other alternatives being nonexistent, the democratic
elements had to separate themselves
from the E.L.F. and organize an independent movement so as to enable the
Eritrean revolution to achieve its primary aim—the liberation of the coun-

February 1972.
The E . P . L . F . , using the slogan
"All our guns against the primary
enemy, democratic solution for the
secondary contradictions," persisted
in self defense, vis a vis the E.L.F. The
Revolutionary Council waged the civil
war for three continuous years, causing
the loss and injury of a great number of
cadres and fighters and the destruction
of enormous property of the revolution,
and providing the enemy with the opportunity to prepare for further aggression. Moreover, the civil war brought
sorrow to and- effected low morale
among the Eritrean people. It also
created among the genuine supporters
of the revolution, except those who had
an interest in the internecine killing of
Eritreans, a negative attitude toward
the just struggle of the Eritrean people.
Although the forces that formed the
E.P.L.F. represented the conscious
and oppressed fighters from within the
E.L.F. they were unable to organize a
coordinated departure. As in the development of all national struggles, the
democratic elements included groups
and individuals who merely shared a
common political stand of rejection in
its ranks. Although the E.P.L.F. was
created in a revolutionary process it
also contained some opportunist elements. Thus it is an organization that
has been built and shaped in the flames
of vigorous struggle against Ethiopian
colonial aggression as well as the liquidational aggression of the Revolutionary Council on the one hand and

against opportunists within its rank on
the other. It made a great effort to bring
about, step by step, in the course of a
common struggle, the unity of outlook
of the different units which, in the
beginning, had their own separate administrations. It persisted to explain
the meaning and the consequences of
the civil war that was ignited by the
Revolutionary Council to the broad
masses, the fighters of the E . L . F . , and
friendly countries. It simultaneously
clarified its stand of democratic dialogue.
On the military front, the E.P.L.F.
scored victories by crushing the Revolutionary Council forces that were
conducting frenzied attacks to liquidate it. Through determined perseverance, it assured its survival and the
continuity of the national struggle. In
the course of the bitter civil war, the
Revolutionary Council grew weaker
and lost its strategic military superiority. Hence, the majority of the Eritrean
people who had long had their mouths
shut began to take steps to stop the
civil war while the forces of the
E.L.F., long opposed to the civil war,
refused to direct their guns at the
E.P.L.F.; thus the civil war was
brought to a halt toward the end of
1974 in a spontaneous manner in the
interest of the Eritrean people.
Once the civil war was brought to an
end and understanding among the
fighters of the two fronts began to
grow, some retrograde elements and
their external accomplices who were
afraid of the reconciliation of the accounts found the cessation of the civil
war a bitter pill to swallow and so set
out to hatch new conspiracies. The
basic aim of the conspiracy was to
create a new crisis between the E.L.F.
out of the E.P.L.F. by obstructing the
then ongoing dialogue among the fighters. Their strategy was to pose as champions of unity. To legalize their new
position, the "Second National Congress" was held. When the Revolutionary Council of the E.L.F. visited
Baghdad to explain the resolutions of

its congress, it "coincidentally" met
the former Foreign Mission team of the
E.P.L.F., the principal author of the
conspirancy, for whom the spontaneous cessation of the civil war, the beginning of dialogue among the fighters,
and their growing understanding in the
interest of the people had all along been
too bitter to swallow. The Revolutionary Council and the former Foreign Mission reached a " s u d d e n "
agreement at their "coincidental"
Baghdad meeting. This was followed
by a meeting in Beirut. The agreement
took on its legal form in September
1975 in Khartoum. The main provisions of the agreement stipulated the
immediate merger of the two organizations, even though it was clear from the
outset that this was unacceptable to the
E.P.L.F. since immediate merger was
contrary to its proposal for the formation of a united front. Clearly seeing
through the conspiracy in advance,
however, the E.P.L.F. had declared
that it would neither participate in nor
bear the responsibility of the consequences of the agreement long before
the Khartoum meeting. It had clarified
its viewpoints on unity, at an earlier
period, and the method of its achievement, as well as established a committee to represent it to that end in any
official dialogue to be carried out between the E.P.L.F. and the E . L . F . It
had also called for the resolution of the
outstanding issues in its relations with
its former Foreign Mission team
through dialogue. Yet, the former Foreign Mission team, prodded by its accomplices and relying on the weapons
and money it had collected in the name
of the E.P.L.F., sought to influence
the decisions of the E.P.L.F. These
disagreements resulted in the former
Foreign Mission team severing its relations with the E.P.L.F. on March 23rd,
1976 and resulted in the formation of
yet another third front, the so-called
E.L.F./E.P.L.F., increasing the confusion in an already complicated situation.
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Dutchmen win 35-8
The Flying Dutchmen got back on
the winning track last Saturday as they
defeated the Olivet-Nazarene Tigers
from Kankakee, IL by a score of 35-8.
Hope travels to Kalamazoo to take
on the Hornets of Kalamazoo College
this Saturday. This is the MIAA opener
for both teams, and it is a must game
for the orange and blue if they want to
successfully defend their MIAA
championship of last year.
Kalamazoo has a record of three
wins to zero losses, and they have
scored 94 points while holding their
opponent to 14 points. Hope's record is
3-1, with 130 to 24 points. Other
MIAA games this Saturday include
Albion at Olivet, and Alma at Adrian.
The scoring in Saturday's game
began when sophomore quarterback
Mark Spencer bulled his way in from
the one-yard line to make the score 7-0
after Greg Bekius' successful extra
point conversion.
There was a scoring lull until early in
the second quarter when Hope's Steve
Cameron was caught in the end zone
and tackled by a Tiger player for the
safety, making the score 7-2, still in
favor of the Dutchmen.
The defensive string of Hope scored
the next touchdown, as Ross Nykamp
picked off a Tiger pass and ran in the

endzonc. After Bekius' extra point
conversion, the score was 14-2. There
was no more scoring in the first half,
and the half-time score was Hope 14,
Olivet-Nazarene 2!
Hope's third touchdown of the game
came early in the third quarter when
Paul Damon caught an eight-yard pass
from Spencer and ran the remaining 27
yards for the touchdown. Bekius was
again successful with the extra point'
conversion. The touchdown and PAT
made the score 28-2.
Hope scored again after regaining
possession of the ball on a Tiger fumble. After moving the ball to the oneyard line, Ed Cain pushed his way into
the end zone. Bekius once again connected on the PAT. The score at the
end of three quarters was Hope 35,
Olivet-Nazarene 2.
The Tigers came back to score in the
fourth quarter, as a Tiger player caught
a long pass and ran in for the
touchdown.
Olivet-Nazarene
attempted a two-point conversion, but
the pass was intercepted in the end
zone.
Another Olivet-Nazarene score,
which came on a Tiger interception on
their one-yard line and was run the
hundred yards to Hope's end zone, was
called back on a penalty against the
Tigers. The clock ran out with the
score remaining Hope 35, OlivetNazarene 8.

Hope wins
over Alma
The Hope soccer team raised its record to 4-2 overall and 1-0 in the
MIAA last Saturday, as it thwarted
Alma's bid to capture its first victory
ever by defeating them 3-2.
Senior Jim DeJulio booted a pair of
goals to tie the career total record of 38
set by Mark Van Voorst from 1971 to
1974.
DeJulio's breaking the record seems
inevitable; as he has seven goals in six
games. Sophomore Paul Fowler
notched up the other goal for Hope.
The Flying Dutchmen took on
Olivet yesterday and will host Calvin
tomorrow in an important league
match at Van Raalte Field.

Jayvees win over
Grand Valley
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Sophomore quarterback Mark Spencer (12) lobs the ball to freshman Jeff Whiting (93) In last Saturday's
game against Olivet-Nazarene.
Photo by Steve Goshorn.

Cross country sixth in tourney
Hope's cross country team ran at the
Midwest Collegiate Cross Country
Championships Saturday at the University of Wisconsin at Parkside, and
came up with a very respectable sixth
place out of twenty teams, many from
much larger schools.
Pacing the harriers again was the
new 1-2 duo of sophomore Mark
Northuis and freshman John Victor.
Northuis covered the tough five-mile

Action from Hope's field hockey game against Olivet which Hope
handily won—5-2. Photo by Rick Tamlyn.
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course in 26:42 to capture 27th place
out of more than 180 runners. Victor
took just two seconds longer to run the
course, thus ending up with 28th place
to his name.
Also doing well for the Dutch were
freshman Larry Fisher in 32nd place,
freshman Mike Schumaker in 39th
place, and co-captain Dick Northuis in
41st place.
Taking the team title was Western
Michigan University with 29 points.
They were followed by Hillsdale 96,

by Tim Taylor

Barb Herpich with two goals and one
assist for a total of five points, and
Mary Lou Ireland with two goals for a
total of four points. These statistics are
complete up to the Tuesday night
game. The next home match will be on
Thursday, Oct. 18 against Albion.
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The Hope junior varsity football
team edged Grand Valley's jayvees
Monday to even their record at 1 -1.
Hope's lone score came on a 27-yard
boot by sophomore Keith Nelson. The
kick was set up by a couple of long
completions by freshman Rich Burrell;
one was caught by sophomore Ed Stinson and the other by sophomore Mark
Thompson.
,
The jayvees will take on Albion at
Albion in their final game on Oct. 15 at
3:30 p.m.

Hope's field hockey team beat
Olivet College last week Tuesday with
a score of 5-2. The next field hockey
game is Saturday, Oct. 13 at Adrian
College. Tuesday night the field hockey team took on the Alma College
Scots in Alma.
Leading scores for the Dutchmen are
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Wisconsin at Eau Claire 113, St. Johns
115, and Central State of Ohio 138.
Hope ended up with 167 for 6th place.
The team had their first MIAA meet
Tuesday as they took on the
Kalamazoo Hornets. Tomorrow they
will run in the tough Notre Dame Invitational where they were 14th out of
25 teams last year.

Golf put 5th

The golf team took fifth place out of
eleven teams to compete in the
Bluffton College Golf Invitational
Saturday.
Junior Scott Macbeth was low scorer
for Hope, capturing fourth place on 74
Mike and Marc—a riddle for you,
strokes. Senior Lou Czanko finished a
now that you're reached your instroke higher to capture fifth place.
tellectual peak: What creatures
Other scorers for Hope were Craig
are small, furry, and multiplica- Stevens, 77; Bob Bush and Steve
tion majors? Answer next week.
Olsen, 82; and John Votaw, 83.
Love, B.B.
After three rounds of MIAA golf,
The anchor will not be printed on Hope is tied for fifth place with Adrian.
October 18 as this is a student Olivet is in first place, with Albion and
vacation. Any notices concerning Alma tied for second place.
the week of break should be Kalamazoo is alone in fourth place,
while Calvin remains in last place. Last
submitted by this Sunday at 2
week at the Tecumseh Country Club in
p.m. in order to be printed on
Adrian, Hope placed in fourth with 409
October 11.
points, behind Olivet, Albion, and
Kalamazoo. Tuesday the golf team
Afternoons free? If so work 1 to 5
Monday-Friday as a shipping/ was at the Blythfield Country Club in
Grand Rapids, where Calvin hosted a
receiving clerk. $3.50 per hour. MIAA meet. Saturday the Dutchmen
See off campus jobs.
travel to the Pine River Country Club,
with Alma hosting.

n
CEMENT BLOCKS for sale, 50^
each. Be the first on your block
(pun intended) to have one! Call
ext. 4270.
Jer—How do you make an
elephant float? Two scoops
elephant, and a glass of root
beer! Are you amused? Love, D 8t
B. Hope this made your day!
To T.B., my favorite consenting
adult. Happy 21st, sweetie! D.
Can't wait for the next all-campus
dance? Escape your books Tuesday, Oct. 9 at College Night at the
Alibi, sponsored by the Sigma
lota Beta Sorority. Dancing and
drinking from 7:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Gynecology Clinic—every other
Monday. Pap smears, birth control counseling, pregnancy counseling. Call the Health Clinic ext.
2362 for an appointment.

If you like children, spend every
3rd and 4th Wednesday of the
month 9:30-12 noon as a child
care worker. $3.00 per hour plus
transportation. See off campus
jobs.

If you would like a cute, cuddly
kitten aged 5 weeks FREE OF
CHARGE, call 396-8819 for details.

Meticulous person wanted to
sweep 16-20 hours per week. 12
noon to 3:30. $3.50 per hour. See
off campus jobs.

REMEMBER—Holland City Elections Nov. 6. Register to vote by
Oct. 9 at City Hall, River and 11 r/i.
Every Hope student is eligible.

Need money? Work MondayFriday 4 to 5 hours starting at 1
p.m. - 3 p.m. as a Janitor to earn
extra cash. See off campus jobs.

EXTRA
EXTRA
You can receive The Detroit News;
AM Addition delivered to vour dorm
or cottage ALL WEEK. M-S, for only
70° per week—V2 off normal price.
Toget your paper started Immediately—
Call: 335-2029
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